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www.researchgate.net/figure/The-COBIT-cube_fig5_224162993
www.isaca.org/Knowledge-Center/COBIT/Pages/Overview.aspx
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pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf8-doc/arch/chap26.html

www.researchgate.net/figure/The-COBIT-cube_fig5_224162993
www.isaca.org/Knowledge-Center/COBIT/Pages/Overview.aspx
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craft versus engineering



question:
How can enterprise architects/architects/developers 

concretely define governance for architecture 
characteristics?



question:

How can enterprise architects/
architects/developers concretely define 

governance for architecture 
characteristics?

presentation

business rules

persistence component componentcomponent

component componentcomponent

component componentcomponent



=> Evolutionary Architecture



Evolutionary Architecture

An evolutionary architecture supports 
guided,  

incremental change  
across multiple dimensions.
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An evolutionary architecture supports 
guided,  

incremental change  
across multiple dimensions.

guided



guided

evolutionary computing fitness function:  

a particular type of objective function that is 
used to summarize…how close a given 

design solution is to achieving the set aims.



Traveling Salesman Problem



Traveling Salesman Problem

fitness function = length of route



guided

architectural fitness function: 

any mechanism that provides an objective 
integrity assessment of some 
architectural characteristic(s).



Fitness Functions
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functions
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Cyclic Dependency Function
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Cyclic Dependency Function

clarkware.com/software/JDepend.html



guided

architectural fitness function: 

any mechanism that provides an objective 
integrity assessment of some 
architectural characteristic(s).



atomic

Categories of Fitness Functions

run against a singular context and exercise 
one particular aspect of the architecture.



Categories of Fitness Functions

holistic

run against a singular context and exercise 
one particular aspect of the architecture.

run against a shared context and exercise a 
combination of architectural aspects such as 

security and scalability

atomic



Categories of Fitness Functions
run based on a particular event: 
— developer executing a unit test triggered
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Categories of Fitness Functions
run based on a particular event: 
— developer executing a unit test 
— deployment pipeline running tests 
— timed task

executes constant verification of 
architectural aspect(s)continuous

triggered



Categories of Fitness Functions

have a fixed result, such as the binary pass/
fail of a unit test.

static



Categories of Fitness Functions

have a fixed result, such as the binary pass/
fail of a unit test.

rely on a shifting definition based on extra 
context.

dynamic

static



Categories of Fitness Functions

tests and other verification mechanism that 
run without human interaction.

automated



Categories of Fitness Functions

tests and other verification mechanism that 
run without human interaction.

must involve at least one human.manual

automated



Categories of Fitness Functions

architects may want to build a time 
component into assessing fitness

temporal
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architects may want to build a time 
component into assessing fitness

break on upgrade

temporal



Categories of Fitness Functions

architects may want to build a time 
component into assessing fitness

overdue library updatebreak on upgrade

temporal



Categories of Fitness Functions
Some architectures have specific concerns, 

such as special security or regulatory 
requirements

domain-specific



Categories of Fitness Functions
architects will define most fitness functions 

at project inception as they elucidate the 
characteristics of the architecture…

intentional



Categories of Fitness Functions
architects will define most fitness functions 

at project inception as they elucidate the 
characteristics of the architecture…

…some fitness functions will emerge 
during development of the system

emergent

intentional



Directionality of Imports

persistence

web

util

packages/namespaces



Directionality of Imports

persistence

web

util

packages/namespaces



Coupling Fitness Function



Consumer Driven Contracts

martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html
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Consumer Driven Contracts

martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html
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Synthetic Transactions

Sam Newman

Building 
Microservices
DESIGNING FINE!GRAINED SYSTEMS

Use synthetic transactions to test 
production systems.







chaos monkey



chaos gorilla



latency 
monkey



doctor 
monkey



janitor 
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conformity 
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security 
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conformity 
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Building Fitness Functions



Scope of Fitness Functions

unit

functional

UAT

architectural 
characteristic

problem domain



Architecture Characteristics



Architecture Characteristics

reliability

scalability

performance

availability



Architecture Characteristics
1. synergistic 

2. ill-defined

3. voluminous



accessibility evolvability repeatability
accountability extensibility reproducibility

accuracy failure transparency resilience
adaptability fault-tolerance responsiveness

administrability fidelity reusability
affordability flexibility robustness

agility inspectability safety
auditability installability scalability
autonomy integrity seamlessness
availability interchangeability self-sustainability

compatibility interoperability serviceability
composability learnability supportability
configurability maintainability securability
correctness manageability simplicity
credibility mobility stability

customizability modifiability standards compliance
debugability modularity survivability
degradability operability sustainability

determinability orthogonality tailorability
demonstrability portability testability
dependability precision timeliness
deployability predictability traceability

discoverability process capabilities transparency
distributability producibility ubiquity

durability provability understandability
effectiveness recoverability upgradability

efficiency relevance usability
reliability

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_system_quality_attributes

Architecture Characteristics



Architecture Characteristics
1. synergistic 

2. ill-defined

3. voluminous
4. numerous  
        categories















Performance

measure and track average response 
times (cumulative)

measure and track maximum response 
times



Performance

https://developers.google.com/web/tools/lighthouse/



Observability



Monitoring versus 
Observability

Logs 
Metrics  
Traces



Logging w/ Decorators



Logging w/ Decorators



question:

How can you measure agility?



Agility?



Agility?
deployability



Deployability
the ease of, risk, and frequency of deployment

measure and track the frequency of 
deployment

measure and track failed deployments or 
errors resulting from deployment

measure and track number of actual 
hours spent to deploy



Deployment Errors/Failures
(per service, domain, or application context)
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Agility?

testability
deployability



Agility?

modularity

testability
deployability



Component Coupling
the extent to which components know 

about each other

component component

component



afferent coupling
the degree to which other components are 

dependent on the target component 

component a

component d

component b

component c

Component Coupling

incoming



efferent coupling
the degree to which the target component 

is dependent on other components 

component a

component d

component b

component c

Component Coupling

outgoing



dependency metrics

abstractness

where: 
ma => abstract elements 
mc => concrete elements



instability

dependency metrics

where: 
ce => efferent coupling 
ca => afferent coupling



distance from the main sequence

dependency metrics
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dependency metrics



distance from the main sequence

dependency metrics
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System-wide Fitness Function



Implementing Fitness Functions

Protecting architectural 
characteristics



Implementing Fitness Functions

Protecting architectural 
characteristics

Automating governance
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Cyclomatic complexity < 50 for all projects

maintainable?



Cyclomatic complexity < 50 for all projects

Naming conventions 

maintainable?



Cyclomatic complexity < 50 for all projects

Controlled afferent/efferent coupling
(incoming/outgoing)

Naming conventions 

maintainable?



Cyclomatic complexity < 50 for all projects

Controlled afferent/efferent coupling
(incoming/outgoing)

Naming conventions immutability

maintainable?
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Penultima⬆e
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Governing Code Quality
Penultima⬆e

if state == “AL” then 
    doSomethingForAL(); 
else if state == “GA” then 
    doSomethingForGA(); 
else if …



Governing Code Quality
Penultima⬆e

?!
Strategy Design 

Pattern



ArchUnit
https://www.archunit.org/



ArchUnit
https://www.archunit.org/

coding rules



https://www.archunit.org/

interface rules

ArchUnit





https://www.archunit.org/

layer dependency

ArchUnit



https://www.archunit.org/

governance

ArchUnit



NetArchTest
https://github.com/BenMorris/NetArchTest/
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NetArchTest
https://github.com/BenMorris/NetArchTest/



Legality of Open Source Libraries
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Legality of Open Source Libraries

Penultima⬆e



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Configure Some of the Things All of the Time

PenultimateWidgets has been burned in the past by having 
hard-coded constants in several places in their code base, 

governing both business cases (thresholds, maximums, etc.) and 
operational concerns. Architects need a way to prevent 
developers from accidentally hard-coding critical values.



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

•Upon check-in: 
•scan the list of dynamic values in the code base and see if any of 
them are assigned to (or their setter is called) or a new instance is 
instantiated via a constructor that provides values 

•ensure that all assignments for dynamic values are assigned via the 
API that handles configuration, not with hard-coded values 

• scan the definitions of infrastructure to look for dynamic values and 
ensure they are assigned properly before building the environment 

•scan the configuration file and ensure that all defined dynamic values 
are present and have values

Configure Some of the Things All of the Time



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

A11y All the Things

PenultimateWidgets has decided that all new development of user 
interfaces must support accessibility, both web and desktop.



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

A11y All the Things
• add a fitness function to the deployment pipeline for web 
projects that runs pa11y (http://pa11y.org/) to ensure 
compliance 

• for Java, use PMD to check code within the user interface 
and look for control instantiation 

• check to make sure every control has the AccessibleName 
property set



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

No More View Models
PenultimateWidgets has a group of developers who cut their 
teeth on mainframe programming, where all work is done via 

a terminal. They have (mostly) switched to modern web 
development, but architects find that they often create 

models and workflows directly in web pages rather than 
support a cleaner MVC separation, and they would like to 

discourage this behavior.



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

No More View Models
• use PMD (https://pmd.github.io/) or Language server 
protocol (https://langserver.org/) to build a tool that scans 
which classes developers instantiate in view code 

• build a list of restricted model and controller packages 
• if any view code instantiates a class from the restricted list, 
fail the build



“Parser” Fitness Function
— 1. Full-blown testing library 

— 2. Parser 

— 3. Lexer
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— 1. Full-blown testing library 

— 2. Parser 

— 3. Lexer

https://pmd.github.io/

www.antlr.org/



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Break on Upgrade
PenultimateWidgets builds a number of applications in Ruby 
on Rails, which has an active release schedule. Occasionally, 
developers really want a feature that appears in version X+1, 

where PenultimateWidgets is currently on version X. To acquire 
the desired functionality, developers back-port the new 

features from X + 1 into X. However, when PenultimateWidgets 
finally does upgrade to X + 1, the back ported features are 

almost certain to break because of incompatibilities.



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Break on Upgrade

• Add a unit test to the code base that checks the version 
number of the framework. If the framework version it higher 
than the expected one, fail the build with a warning that back-
ported features will likely not work. 

• Catalog all the back-ported features in the unit test to make 
it easy to identify them when it becomes time to replace them.



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Upgrade All The Things

PenultimateWidgets has a bad habit of waiting too long to update 
core libraries and frameworks they depend upon for development. 

Waiting past several versions makes the eventual upgrade quite 
painful, and they have resolved to perform upgrades in a more 

timely manner.



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Upgrade All The Things
• Use Dependabot to flag new major versions of frameworks and 
libraries. 

• When a library updates, make an entry in a build database and 
start a 3-month clock. 

• If the library or framework in question hasn't been updated in 3 
months, fail the build.
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Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Zero Day Security Check

PenultimateWidgets management has become concerned about 
zero-day exploits in open source libraries and has tasked the 

security team with coming up with a way of ensuring that projects 
do not use known compromised versions.



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Zero Day Security Check

• build a common fitness function into every deployment pipeline 
for the security team 

• have the security fitness function check version numbers of 
deployed libraries 

• if a tainted version is in use, fail the build and notify the team



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Cloudy Fitness Functions
cloud  
     burn  
       rate



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Cloudy Fitness Functions
cloud  
     burn  
       rate

govern how much  
moves between clouds



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Deployment Pipelines

validate auto-generated 
deployment pipelines



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

K-Weight

K
K-weight for  
javascript  

downloads



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

PCI+1 Calls



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Replace the Crufty Core
PenultimateWidgets built a network scanning tool many, many 
years ago to look for suspicious activity at the network packet 

level. To achieve the proper performance, the code was written 
and has been maintained in increasingly complex C code. 

PenultimateWidgets needs to replace the code but is nervous 
about introducing bugs and/or harming performance or 

throughput.



Move 
Fast  
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Things





https://github.com/github/scientist



▫︎ It decides whether or not to run the try block, 

▫︎ Randomizes the order in which use and try blocks are 
run, 

▫︎Measures the durations of all behaviors, 

▫︎Compares the result of try to the result of use, 

▫︎ Swallows (but records) any exceptions raised in the try 
block 

▫︎ Publishes all this information.









4 days

24 hours/ 
no mismatches or slow cases

> 10,000,000 
comparisons



Penultima⬆e Fitness Function:

Replace the Crufty Core
• Built fitness functions around the existing C code to ensure 
performance and throughput values. 

• Build a spike solution in both Java and Go (and perhaps 
others) and run them against the fitness functions to see if 
they can meet the threshold 

• Use Scientist (https://github.com/github/scientist) port 
Scientist4J (https://github.com/rawls238/Scientist4J) to verify 
the new code against the old code in production



Penultima⬆e fitness function:

Missing Messages

Penultimate Widgets has had a problem with lost / mis-routed 
tickets, and the architects have narrowed it down to lost 

messages in a message queue because of a hard to reproduce 
error. 

code
code

code
code

code
code

code
code

code code
code
code

code
code

code
code

code
code

code code

??!?



Penultima⬆e fitness function:

Missing Messages



Penultima⬆e fitness function:

Missing Messages

Any of the above! 
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Documenting Governance

— fitness functions 
— ATAM Utility trees 
— Jupyter notebooks 
— org-babel



Literate Programming



cweb





Jupyter 
Notebooks



https://www.feststelltaste.de/checking-architecture-governance-with-jqassistant-neo4j-and-jupyter/



https://www.feststelltaste.de/checking-architecture-governance-with-jqassistant-neo4j-and-jupyter/





org-babel



Analyzing Tradeoffs



ATAM 
Architecture tradeoff analysis method
—  A risk mitigation process  developed by the Software Engineering Institute at 

the Carnegie Mellon University.  

— Its purpose is to help choose a suitable architecture for a software system by 
discovering trade-offs and sensitivity points. 

— ATAM is most beneficial when done early in the software development life-
cycle, when the cost of changing architectures is minimal.
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ss — Present ATAM – Present the concept of ATAM to the stakeholders, and answer any questions about the process. 

— Present business drivers – everyone in the process presents and evaluates the business drivers for the system in 
question. 

— Present the architecture – the architect presents the high level architecture to the team, with an 'appropriate level 
of detail' 

— Identify architectural approaches – different architectural approaches to the system are presented by the team, 
and discussed. 

— Generate quality attribute utility tree – define the core business and technical requirements of the system, and 
map them to an appropriate architectural property. Present a scenario for this given requirement. 

— Analyze architectural approaches – Analyze each scenario, rating them by priority. The architecture is then 
evaluated against each scenario. 

— Brainstorm and prioritize scenarios – among the larger stakeholder group, present the current scenarios, and 
expand. 

— Analyze architectural approaches – Perform step 6 again with the added knowledge of the larger stakeholder 
community. 

— Present results – provide all documentation to the stakeholders.
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— Present ATAM – Present the concept of ATAM to the stakeholders, and answer any questions about the process. 

— Present business drivers – everyone in the process presents and evaluates the business drivers for the system in 
question. 

— Present the architecture – the architect presents the high level architecture to the team, with an 'appropriate level 
of detail' 

— Identify architectural approaches – different architectural approaches to the system are presented by the team, 
and discussed. 

— Generate quality attribute utility tree – define the core business and technical requirements of the system, and 
map them to an appropriate architectural property. Present a scenario for this given requirement. 

— Analyze architectural approaches – Analyze each scenario, rating them by priority. The architecture is then 
evaluated against each scenario. 

— Brainstorm and prioritize scenarios – among the larger stakeholder group, present the current scenarios, and 
expand. 

— Analyze architectural approaches – Perform step 6 again with the added knowledge of the larger stakeholder 
community. 

— Present results – provide all documentation to the stakeholders.
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ATAM Utility Trees
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Bidder Quantum ATAM Utility Tree Tradeoff Analysis
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Automating
commit/
unit test
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deployed
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environment

objective definitions for architecture characteristics => automated fitness functions



Rethink Enterprise 
Architecture



govern

— to control, direct, or strongly influence the actions 
and conduct of  

— to exert a determining or guiding influence in or 
over 

— to hold in check



Monolithic Governance



Decentralized Governance



govern

— to serve as a precedent or deciding 
principle for



20th Century Governance



21st Century Governance

guidance over cost savings

>



“Goldilocks” Governance
Choose technology stacks  

appropriate to problem scale.



Protection via Fitness Functions



Fitness Function Guidelines

most fitness function are local
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Fitness Function Guidelines

most fitness function are local

global only when universally applied.

No EA             states!



Fitness Function Guidelines

developers must collaborate

enterprise  
architects

developers



Fitness Function Guidelines

developers must collaborate

No EA             states!



Fitness Function Guidelines

prefer automation but rely on manual 
when needed



Fitness Function Guidelines

prefer automation but rely on manual 
when needed

automation = 

when needed



Architecture Defined

architecture = +



Architecture Defined

architecture = +

prioritization



Architecture Defined

architecture = +

prioritization cost



fitness functions =  
the mechanism of 

governance
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